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GARDENSIDE NURSERIES, INC
SHELBURNE, VERMONT

September 1,1935.
**********

" I like that Scripture line that says
The fields are vrhite for harvest—yes,

Already white,—such fields, Vermont
Now shows in all their fruitfulness

Harvest Time in Vermont,—D.L.Cady.

The plants and bulbs that are the products of our fields, are ready
now for planting in your gardens, to give you pleasure next season. It
seems to us that, in addition to its obvious advantages, Fall planting adds
the one of pleasant anticipation all thru the long cold Winter. One may
plan to buy some wanted thing next Spring,—but, if its already in the
garden, there must be added thrills to the first warm days.

**********

Good crops-good conditions, here and everywhere.We have had much
rain, and our plants are the best ever.And there are proven signs that
tell us all that we may now look back *around the corner 1 .Now is the
time to fix up your garden for next year.

**********

Plants not found on the following pages, are sure to be in our
March 15th Circular. Send for another copy, if needed.

ALL PRICES INCLUDE DELIVERY; -except 5# extra, west of the Mississippi.

********** ********** **********

VERONICA LONGIPOLIA SUBSESSILIS
During the last few weeks of summer, from mid-July thru August, there

is always a need for blue flowers, and for plants that do not grow way
over ones head.Bright colored Phlox have their place ;the late Day-
lilies add their shades of gold;Liatris lift their gay feathers above
the earlier foliage. Each and all need blue, a true deep color to set
them off,or blend them together in color harmony. And this Veronica,
the largest and best of the Speedwells, fills this need.

Growing at best not over three feet high, and usually less than that,
its deep green leaves and sturdy stems make a satisfactory clump of
foliage thru all the early summer. Then in late July, the spikes of tiny
blue flowers, each nearly a foot long, begin to open, and as they are
beginning to fade, the lateral bids open similar spikes of blue, so that
for a month the plant is in full flower. The fading flowers are not
unsightly, nor is the stem spoiled when the terminal flower is cut away.

Culture is simple. So far as our experience goes, any good garden soil
will grow this plant .Moderate fertilization only, is advised, so that it
will not grow too strongly , early in the season. But , when the first buds
show, a little extra feeding will help. And at night, let the hose run for
an hour in the bed.All midsummer and fall flowering plants are helped
by such care.Flower they can and will, in the dryest weather. But for good
foliage to the ground, they must have water.

We have some heavy, two year old plants, that will send up several
stems, next year.They are healthy, and sure to please you.

250 each;5 for $1.00;10 for $2.00:25 for $4.50 ; -Post paid.
**********

With every order for Veronica longif olia subsessilis ,we will send
for five cents (5^*) extra, a fine large root of Poppy MRS. PERRY.
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PEONIES
Scarcely anything need be said about planting Peonies .Everyone knows

that it should be done in September for best results. Ours is a very
comprehensive list of the more moderately priced good new sorts. The plants
sent out will be strong, and healthy.And each price includes delivery.

**********

ALBATRE. Similar to, but much better than Festive maxima. The fine white
bloom is held erect on strong stems, in midseason. 75? each .

ALBERT CROUSSE. Seashell pink.A very large, fully double flower of perfect
shape, and delicately beautiful coloring. Very late. $1.00 each .

BARONESS SCHROEDER. A large late white, the bloom flat, and greatly
resembling a large white waterlily .Very fragrant. $1.00 each .

CHEST INE GOWDY. The outer petals are silvery pink. Deeper in color at the
center, splashed with crimson. Late midseason. $1.00 each .

CLAIRE DUBOIS. Later than M.Jules Elie,which it greatly resembles, tho of
better texture and longer lasting. $1.25 each .

DORCHESTER. A very late variety. In color, a deep pink, almost salmon.This
variety needs to become established, before it is at its best. $1.00 each .

EDULIS SUPERBA. A fine even dark pink.A loose, flat, flower which lasts
exceptionally well. It is about the first to open. 75£ each

.

EUGENIE VERDIER. An early, extra large flower of semi-rose type. Light
pink, flecked with crimson at center. Fragrant ,lasting. $1.00 each .

FELIX CROUSSE. A very brilliant red. Bomb type, medium to large in size.
In midseason, it is the best red of moderate price. 75? each .

FESTIVA MAXIMA. The favorite white. Early midseason. 50£ each .

FRANCES WILLaRD. An immense flower, opening blush white and fading to
pure white. Quite late, and very strong in growth. $2.00 each .

GEORG IANNA SHAYLOR. An extremely large , loose , flesh-pink flower. It opens
in midseason, and lasts well. $2.00 each.

JAMES KELWAY. Opens rose-white , and fades by successive stages to a clear
white.Not well known, but an extremely fine variety. $2.00 each .

KARL ROSENFIELD. Fine, rich velvety crimson. In early midseason, it is the
best red Peony, large, fine color, and consistently good. $1.00 each .

LADY ALEXANDRA DUFF. An immense cup shaped bloom of pale rose pink. $1.00

LA FRANCE. A large late soft pink flower, touched with lavender. $2.00 .

LE CYGNE. Pure white. Considered the finest of ell, both from the point of
color, and also of freedom of bloom, and general habit. §2.50 each .

LIVINGSTONE. Pale lilac-rose , with silver tips. A compact , double flower,
that cuts and lasts particularly well. Late midseason. 75gf each .

LONGFELLOW. Brilliant crimson, about the brightest colored sort we grow»
in midseason.Highly regarded in its color. $2.00 eaoh .

LOUIS VAN HOUTTE.A midseason red, very double and good. 50? each.

MARGUERITE GERARD. Enormous flat pale pink flowers , fading to white. 75£.

MARIE CROUSSE. Beautifully formed flowers , close to salmon pink in color.
A fine midseason variety, tall stems, good habit. 75? each .

MARIE LEMOINE. Our latest white, very fine large rose type. Extra. $1.00
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PEONIES, --oont ! d
MARTHA BULLOCK. Mammoth cup shaped blooms of deep rose pink, fading to
silvery pink. A strong plant, and fine in every way. $2.00 each .

MARY BRAND. We like this as well as any red variety.lt comes in midseason,
does not fade, and lasts wonderfully well. $1.50 each .

MME. AUGUST DESSERT. Bright rose, the center flecked crimson. Early . 75£.

MME.DUCEL. Large , incurved , silvery pink bloom.Midseason to late. 75? each .

MME. EMILE GALLE. The most delicate pale pink imaginable. $1.00 each .

MME . JULES DESSERT. Pure white,with a distinct pink center. $1.50 each .

MONS. JULES ELIE.Pure pink. Wonderfully perfect in form and coloring.lt
always flowers in perfect ion. Fine for cutting. 75gf each .

OFFICINALIS RUBRA. The early red'Decoration Day Peony*. 75# each .

PRIMEVERE. Nearly yellow , especially if in partial shade. $1.50 each .

SARAH BERNHARDT. Apple-blossom pink.Very free flowering, strong erect plant
and an outstanding variety in every way. Immense flowers. $1.00 each .

SOLANGE. No other Peony of this peculiar coloring. Opens coffee brown, but
fades to pure white.Very large and compact .Rarely beautiful. $1.00 each .

SUZETTE. Bengal rose, slightly shaded carmine purple. Silvery reflex. $1.00 .

THERESE. An enormous flower, violet rose changing to lilac white.A strong
grower and free flowering.Midseason. $2.00 each .

TOURANGELLE. Delicate rose, over pearly white, and shaded salmon.Late. $1.50

TRIOMPHE DE L'EXP.DE LILLE. Flat , fragrant , hydrangea pink blooms. 50£ each .

VENUS.Exquisite in bud, and opens to a large compact flower, shell pink,
with a flesh-white collar.Midseason. 75# each.

WALTER FAXON. Bright clear rose.Very double flower in midseason, and about
the best of its color. Rather scarce. $1.50 eaoh .

SINGLE PEONIES
LA FIANCEE. White.An indescribably graceful flower. $1.00 each .

L'ETINCELANTE. Rich clear carmine , broadly edged with silver. $1.50

TREE PEONIES
We have to offer, a small number of plants, grown from a very old

sort found in gardens here.Very double, rich rose, shaded with white.Hardy,
end permanent , they are suited for a commanding position in the border.
STRONG YOUNG CLUMPS, $2.50^eeoh^stpaid.

TROLLIUS
These plants delight in damp heavy soil. Plant them now, for they are

among the earliest spring flowers. Strong plants of all the following,at-
25^ each . 10 for $2.00 , 100 for $18. 00.

S

ee March circular for complete list.

CANARY BIRD. Early, bright yellow, and apt to flower a second time.

EUROPEUS. Pale lemon yellow. Glossy dark foliage. This is absolutely true.

FIRE GLOBE. Bright orange flowers, semi-double , on a moderately low plant.

LODDIGESI. Bright golden yellow .Flowers keep their close round form.

SINENSIS. Very tall, very late.Flat , bright orange flowers, in late June.
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HEMEROCALLIS
The Day Lilies, in their newer forms, are among the best garden plants

for midsummer flowers. The foliage is permanent and good. The plant is
hardy, end grows readily. The new colors include all the shades of yellow
and orange, and vary both in time, and in habit, some being tell arching
stems, and others stiff erect ones, each with a cluster of buds, which open
for a day, to be followed by others, over a long period. Fragrant , too.

AMARYLLIS. A large golden orange flower, slightly deeper in the throat.
The petals recurve

,
giving a flaring effect. 3* high. July-August . $1.00 each .

ANNA BETSCHER. Lovely deep orange-yellow , touched with a light striping
of bronze-red. Late July, to mid-August .3* high. £1.75 each .

APRICOT. An English variety
,
growing 2* high. Flowers are light apricot-

orange . Early (May and June) and compact.Very fragrant. 5Q# each .

BAY STATE. Very large, deep glistening yellow flowers, with fluted petals.
A persistent bloomer in late July-August .3» . $1.00 each

CALYPSO. A clear lemon yellow flower, opening in late afternoon. Large
end tall ( 3-£» } .Charming in moonlight .July-~ugust . $1.00 each .

CISSIE GIUSSEPPI. Deep coppery red, with a pale yellow throat.As it fades,
it is almost rose red. Outside of petals, red and green. 3* .Mid- July to
late August .An unusual color, and a rare new variety. $4.00 each .

CRESSIDA. Beautiful deep orange, with reddish band. Rare. $2.00 each .

D.D.WYMAN. Light golden yellow,with a splash of tawny red on the petals.
3' high, and a strong plant. In bloom thruout July. $1.00 each .

DR.REGEL. A small sort, 2' high,with rich apricot fragrant flowers. 50^ .

FLAVINA. Grows 18" high, and flowers in May and June. The flowers are bright
lemon-yellow .Fine for the rockery.A distinct acquisition. $2.50 each .

FULVA MACULATA .Tall and strong, 4' high. Soft yellow and coppery red, in an
open cup-shaped flower.Mid- July to September. $1.00 each .

GEM. A June bloomer, with rich deep orange yellow flowers. $1.00 each .

GEO .YELD.Very large open flowers, held erect on stiff stems, to 3£ feet.
Rich orange and orange scarlet. July and August. $1.50 each

GOLD DUST.A large , rich, clear golden yellow flower, in June^i 1
. 50g each .

GOLDEN BELL. Large, fragrant flowers, soft apricot yellow, with deeper throat.
The petals are fluted, and recurving. 3'.July and August. $1.50 eech .

GOLDEN DREAM. The deepest golden yellow sort. Extra fine. 3* , July . $2.00 .

GOLDENI. Deep golden orange flowers in early July. 3* $1.00 .

GYPSY. Orange yellow, spotted tawny rose. Tall. July-August $2.00 eaoh .

HYPERION. Soft canary yellow flowers, of immense size. Superb form and a

strong vigorous plant .3^' , in July-August .True stock, from the originator.
One of the few Americen plants to win an A.M.R.H.S. $ 2.50 each .

J.A.CRAWFORD. One of the best apricot-yellow sorts .4* . July . $1.00 .

LEMONA. Pale lemon yellow, and very lovely. 3£* .July-August $1.00 each

MRS. A. H.AUSTIN. Large flowers, of deep golden yellow .3* . July-August . $1.50

MRS. W.H.WYMAN. Very pale glistening yellow. Extra fine.3£» August. $1.00
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HEMEROCALLIS ,—cont '

d

OLIF. A very pleasing true yellow variety.New and good.2£' July. $1.00

OPHIR. A large, fine golden yellow, 4* high in August. $1.00 each .

RADIANT. An English variety , comparable only to Hyperion, which it resembles
in all but color. It is a clear pure orange. Grows 3£* high, flowering in
July and August , and has the coveted A.M.R.H.S. $2.50 each .

SOVEREIGN.An English sort, growing 2^-', stiffly erect, with many stems and
many flowers of bright orange yellow, shaded brown on the outside.lt is
fine for messed effect. Late June. A.M.R.H.S. $1.00 each .

THTJNBERGI.A late flava, lemon yellow, in August .Fragrant and fine. 35£ each.

VARIEGATED LEAF. Foliage attractively striped with cream.Rare. $1.00 each .

WINSOME. A pale creamy yellow , coming in June. Very floriferous and lovely.
Grows 3» high, but is deintyjquite fragrant .A.M.R.H.S. $1.50 each .

********** *

JAPANESE IRIS
We are able to ofrer the following, from a larger collection of fine

varieties, which we are assembling here.Use a deep, rich, slightly acid soil
and give water plentifully , during the growing season.

AZURE. Immense double mauve blue flowers, with yellow center. 75? each .

CHOSEIDON. Double ruby crimson,with white and yellow center. 75? each .

GOLD BOUND. Double white, the finest and best. Strong plants. 25? each .

ISO-NO-NAMI. Double. Caerulean blue,with silvery veins and gold center. 75?

KAMATA. Real sky blue, with white veinings. Single. Excellent

.

$1.00 each .

K0K0-N0-IRO. Double, rich royal purple ;veins and center, yellow. 50? each

MAHOGANY. Double, deep velvety mahogany. Gorgeous. 50? each .

NOMYI-NO-TAKI . Double .White stippled rose-pink. Rarely beautiful. $1.00 .

PYRAMID. Double.Violet purple with white veinings. 50? each .

TEMPLE FLOWER. Single. Ivory white , blended soft bluish violet. $1.50 each .

UCHIU. Double. Caerulean bluejpale gold and white center.Fine. 50? each .

MIXED SEEDLINGS. These were grown here from seed. There are some very fine
colors among them, and the clumps are heavy. 25? each ; 10 for $2.00 .********** * r — *

ORIENTAL POPPIES
The following are still available, in strong dormant field grown roots, for
planting at once.We do not recommend planting after mid-September.

FAIRY. Very delicate shell pink. Early. Charming and an easy doer. 25? each .

JEANNE MAWSON. Lovely peach pink. Strong plant and quite early. 25? each .

JOYCE. Cerise and old rose. Extra large flowers.on stiff erect stems. 25? .

MAY QUEEN. Very double, end early.Bright orange scarlet. 25? each .

MRS. PERRY. The finest rose pink. Strong, vigorous, and hardy. 25? each.

PROSERPINE. Chinese red, with a very black center.Tall, late, vigorous. 25? .

WURTEMBERGIA. Enormous flowers, 12" across, opening flat. Cerise scarlet

.

50?
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LILIES
The bulbs of the Lilies offered on these pages, are nearly ell of our

own growing.All are hardy here. They have been given as good care as our
experience teaches us is required. If planted this Fall, in suitable ground,
given a light mulch, after the ground becomes frozen, and protected, if
necessary, against late frosts, next Spring, they will surely give you blooms
in their season.

The culture of Lilies offer many varying problems, most of which have
been treated on at length, in recent publications. Space prevents our giving
attention to this part, in this circular. But we will gladly answer your
questions, to the best of our ability, if you will write us.

THE REGAL LILY
In 1910, the first satisfactory introduction of this Lily in America

was accomplished, tho it was discovered in 1903, end sent to England in
1905.Bulbs also arrived in America from Holland, in due time flowers
were seen, seed saved, and in 1921, it began to be plentiful. The demand
grew as it became known, until now it is the most largely produced of
any variety, in this country, end certainly the most widely planted.

Because of it3 ease of handling, it was logical that hybrids of it
should be raised, and it has been the parent of the best of the true
hybrid Lilies. It has been our privilege to help with the distribution
of two of these hybrids.And we have grown all of them. Each differs from
the Regal Lily in some particular, but the fine vigor, and the shape and
color and fragrance of all, come from it.

Jiegal Lilies should be in every garden, planted among shrubs, in the
perennial border, at the edge of evergreens, or massed alone. Heavy soils
suit them best. Plant deeply.six inches to the top of the bulb. Leave them
undisturbed if possible.They will delight you in late June, and early July
of each year, with their tall arching stems, topped with the long trumpets
of white, with a yellow throat, and the outer segments stained purple.

STRONG BULBS, 6/8" circum.-30£ each; 10 for $2.50 ;25 for $5. 00 ; 100 for $18.
**********

LILIUM PRINCEPS
This Lily first appeared as a natural hybrid, in fields of Lilies in

Massachusetts, where both L.sargentiae and L. regale were grown. It is a

Regal Lily seedling, influenced by pollen from Mrs. Sargent ' s Lily. The
original form was called Creelmen's Lily. Later, this hybrid was again
raised in Canada, and the resulting form celled L.princeps.This we
imported, and raised seedlings from. So that, the Lilies we have can not be
oalled the true hybrid, but descendants of it.

These do not vary to any extent.They flower some two weeks later
than the Regal ^ily.and greatly resemble it.The flower has slightly more
flare, and is a little more green on the outer segments. The anthers are
brown. It is a beautiful thing, more vigorous with us, on a sandy loam, than
the Regal Lily, and we recommend it for itself, and to prolong the season.

STRONG BULBS, 6/8" c ircum.-$1.00 each ; 5 for $4 . 50 ; 10 for $8.00 .

SHELBURNE *I^RID LILIES
This strain was next to appear, and resulted from pollen of the

Regal Lily, on a bloom of L. sargent iae . It is the reverse of the Princeps
cross, and much more variable. Many plants ere entirely like the Regal,
some even flower with them, while others are much later. Some heve Regal
foliage, but have the bulbils of L.sargentiae. Some have foliage intermediate
between the two. Others are all Mrs. Sargent' s Lily, but have Regal blooms.

The vigor of this strain, particularly on sandy soils, has been a
marked feature. This alone is most valuable. But even more valuable is the
extremely late flowering dates of many bulbs. On August 16th, there are
many buds which will not open for a week or more.
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SHELBURNE HYBRID LILIES ,—cont T d
Particularly stressing the fact that these are seedlings from a true

hybrid, the parentage of which is known, we wish to urge buyers to try these
in quantity, so that, if one bulb flowers with L. regale, you will not feel
cheated. In time, we hope to select and fix some of the better forms thet

have appeared, so that we can set the time of blooming. For the present,
every bulb is a surprise package, and as some have grown to sale size,
without having flowered, it may be that the most valuable form off all
will open in your own garden.

STRONG BULBS, 6/8" clreum.-f1.50 each ;5 for $7. 00 ; 10 for $12.50 .

FLOWERING BULBS, 4/6" " $1.00 eacbT;5" for $4.00 ;T0" Tor $7.50."
**********

LILY "PRIDE OP CHARLOTTE"
This fine new form, we offered last year for the first time. Its origin

is shrouded in mystery, for it appeared in a lot of seedling Regel Lilies,
and while it is known that some seed of hybrid origin had been sown, it is
not known what it was.Having spent some time and space last season, trying
to reason the possible parentage, and having heard the deductions of more
than one skilled observer, this year, we still find ourselves inclined to
the view we first held,and refrain from stating it at length. We have
copies of last year's catalog, which are available if you wish.

The "Pride* as we have come to call it, flowers Just as the Regal
lily is pest. It is stiff and erect, a strong stem that supports notable
heads of flowers, more than on Regal, being customary. The foliage is a
light green, and there are axillary bulbils,which grow as readily as do
those of the Tiger Lily. Seeds also ripen, and produce identieal plants.

The flowers resemble L.sargentiae,more than L. regale, but are held
more erect, end have clear good coloring.lt is a splendid form to
prolong the Regal Lily season.More then that, it is so easily grown and
increased, that we predict a tremendous popularity for it. Grow it now,
and enjoy it, while it is uncommon.

STRONG BULBS, 6/8" c ircum.-$2.00 each ;5 for &9.00 ;1Q for $17.50 .

EXTRA LARGE BULBS, 8/10" circumference.-~"$4.00 eacET
**********

LILIUM PHILIPINENSE FORMOSUM
Departing now from the Regal types of Lilies, we offer strong bulbs,

of this fine hardy Easter Lily type .The strain we have flowers late in
September , but has good dark green foliage all summer. The trumpets, like
those of the faster Lily, are pure white, very tubular, and fragrant.lt is
a fine thing, just beginning to be appreciated. Grows about 2* high.

FLOWERING SIZE BULBS (Never large) . JEach^l.OO ; 5 for $4.50.

LILIUM CANDIDUM
The Madonna Lily.Beaut lful erect spikes of snowy white flaring flowers

on a stem, like a Hollyhock, open with the blue Delphinium, with which they
are so often planted.lt is a lily that likes lime, and a small amount
should be added, always, when planting. And set the bulb just under the
surface.lt must be planted as early as possible, and we still have bulbs
of our own growing, eve ilable.More will come from France, in September.

LARGE BULBS, 30£ each ;5 for $1.25 ;10 for £2.50 100 for $20.00.
**********

JAPANESE LILIES
LILIUM AURATUM. The Gold Banded Lily.A moderate supply of bulbs that la ve
grown here for one season. 55gf each ; 10 for $3.00 ; 25 for $6.25.

LILIUM SPECIOSUM RUBRUM. The Showy Lily. This is the beautiful white and
rose spotted lily of Fall gardens.We again have bulbs of our own growing.
Plant them deeply. 35^ eachjlO for g3.00 ;25 for $6.25 .
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OTHER LILIES
Very likely, we produce as many bulbs, of as many different species of

small Lilies, as any growers in this country.^nd each year, we have urged ou
our friends to try these tiny gems, in their Rockeries and Forders.We lave
printed descriptions of them, at length, and we have steadily reduced the
prices, as our production has mounted. We urge you,buy these this year and
enjoy them now.

ALL PRICES, 25? each; 10 for $2.00 ; 100 for £18.00 ; EXCEPT AS NOTED.

AMABILE. A fairly tall plant, with dull orange red,Turks-cap like blooms,
spotted with black.Flowers in midsummer .One writer has said it was not
as pleasing as the name denotes, every visitor here, likes it.

CALLOSUM. Tall, very slender stem,with quantities of tiny dull red blooms.

CANADENSE. Our native Meadow Lily .Beaut iful yellow bells on a tall strong
stem.Naturalizes readily .Common to moist meadowland. 35^ each

;
10 for $3.00 .

CERNUUM. Almost identical with the Coral Lily, except in color, which is
lavender pink. Charming, and rare. 35# each ; 10 for $3.00 .

C0NC0L0R. The upright cup shaped flowers are held erect by slender stems,
2» high, and are about the brightest color we know. Splendid for planting
among any low plants, or shrubs.

GRAYI. Small, bright red bells , spotted black, inside. Tall, and likes a
little s&ade,with shrubs or plants to hold it erect. 50^ each

;
10 for $4.. 50 .

HENRYI. The Yellow Speciosum.A fine bright yellow bloom, much like the
Showy Lily, in form and habit .Flowers late, is perfectly hardy , strong,
and vigorous.lt should be planted deeply, -and plentifully, among shrubs.

PARDALINUM. The Leopard J-ily is a native of the West Coast. It is happy
here in our sandy loam. Red-yellow Turks-Caps, spotted black. 50^ ea .;10-$4.

PHILADELPHICUM. The Woods Lily. Grows here in sandy soils in open wood-
land.Bright red cups, on a short stocky stem.

SUPERBUM. The Southern Turks-Cap.A showy, strong growing plant, very
floriferous.Fine in partial shade, or the edge of shrubbery. Perfe ctly hardy

TENUIFOLIUM. Gracefully nodding Turks-Caps of the brightest Coral scarlet
in quantities of from one to twenty, on slender strong stems, 2* or more
high, in June. Plant it in every border and rockery.
MAMMOTH BULBS, 35£ each ; 10 for |3.00 ; 100 for $25.00 .

REGULAR GRADE, 20£ each; 10 for &1.50 ; l00 for £l2.00 ; 1000 for $100.00 .

TENUIFOLIUM GOLDEN GLEAM. A golden yellow form of the preceding, as
easily grown, and as lasting.We have a fine true strain. PRICES ARE THE
SAME AS FOR L. TENUIFOLIUM .

TIGRINUM SPLENDENS.A fine strain of the Tiger Lily.20£ each . 10 for #1.00 .

TIGRINUM FL.PL. The Double Tiger Lily. The only good double Lily.

UMBELLATUM. Very large , erect , cup shaped blooms, on short stems(18 n
) in

June and July. Ours are mixed in shades of orange,end red.

WILLMOTTIAE. A tall
,
gracefully drooping lily , carrying a large quantity of

Turks-cap like blooms, of an orange red.Fine, planted in Evergreens.

PRICES IN THIS CIRCULAR SUPERSEDE THOSE PUBLISHED EARLIER, FOR THE
SAME ITEMS. ALL PLANTS, PREVIOUSLY OFFERED THIS SUMMER, ARE AVAILABLE AND
MAY BE ORDERED FROM THE EARLIER CIRCULARS.

Quotations from the Poems of D.L.Cedy,are used with the permission of
The Driftwind Press,North Montpelier, Vt

.
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